INVITATION LETTER

TRAINING CAMP

30 March – 1 April 2020, Sofia, Bulgaria

Dear National Federation,

The Bulgarian Modern Pentathlon Federation, have the pleasure of inviting a delegation of your country to participate to the training camp which will be held between World Cup 2 and World Cup 3 in Sofia. The participation condition is as follow:

Financial conditions:
The same hotel with WC 2 and WC 3 - 5 stars “Hotel Marinela”

**Single Room: 100 Euro / per person per night**

**Double Room: 80 Euro / per person per night**

*teams can take advantage of these rates for nights on March 30 and 31, 2020*

All the above mentioned costs include:

1. Accommodation (Full board)
2. Training facilities and program for four disciplines excluding ridding
   (Ridding can be provided at extra coast of 30 Euro per person per session (1 session = 1 hour)
3. Local Transportation from the hotel to training and back

All the interested nations are kindly requested to send their official request to the email office@pentathlon-bg.com before 1 March 2020.

Bank Account Details:

Name of bank: DSK Bank
Beneficiary Name: Bulgarian Modern Pentathlon Federation
SWIFT code: STSABGSD
Account No: IBAN: €: BG 37 STSA 9300 0014 8146 22

We would be more than glad to be in your full disposal for any further information required in this regard.

Hope to see you in Sofia, Bulgaria!

Best regards,

Kameliya Aleksandrova
Executive director
Bulgarian Modern Pentathlon Federation